
REV X NUTRITION



 
WELCOME TO THE REV X NUTRITION SYSTEM

WE HAVE CREATED THIS SYSTEM OVER THE LAST 25 YEARS. WE HAVE TRIED AND TESTED
IT WITH THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE AND ACHIEVED GREAT RESULTS. WE HAVE REFINED IT

AND CUSTOMIZED IT TO FIT INTO YOUR LIFESTYLE AS SEAMLESSLY AS POSSIBLE, AND TO
GIVE YOU MAXIMUM RESULTS IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME.

GETTING INTO THE ZONE 
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AND OUTCOMES



NUTRITION GOALS & OUTCOMES

OUR GOAL FOR THE REV X NUTRITION SYSTEM

Improve body composition (increase muscle, lose body fat)
Improve health and wellness (Reduce Stress, Balance hormones)
Improve performance (Increase Strength, Improve movement, Improve fitness)

Educate you about nutrition and what you should, and shouldn't be consuming.
We create balance in your diet.
We educate you on portion control and teach you to understand what your body NEEDS, as
opposed to what you want.
We help you adjust to the fact that food is fuel, and not a way to deal with your emotions. 
We teach you how to identify any food intolerances and allergies. 
We help to repair gut issues. 
Our Rev X System helps you to balance blood sugar, and help repair insulin resistance.
Our Rev X System supports hormonal balance. 
Our Rev X System improves your health in general
Through nutrition, we help you to achieve your body composition goals, either fat loss or muscle
gain.

Firstly to Achieve Your Goals

1.
2.
3.

How We Achieve This

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
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NUTRITION SUMMARY & RULES



THE REV X NUTRITION SUMMARY

40% Carbohydrates
30% Protein
30% Fat

We believe that the right nutrition system or method you use should be one that you can sustain, and
remain consistent with for the rest of your life. 

That being said we are not claiming that the Rev X Nutrition System is that system for you. 

What we are teaching you in this phase of your nutrition is the most important stepping stone on the
way to find your perfect balance.

We see our system as your basic primary education before we move you onto bigger and better things.

We strongly believe that if you can't comply with this Rev X System, then unfortunately the next level of
our nutrition “Macro Magic” will not be possible. 

Our system is the most simplified way to track calories and yield a result. So buckle up and get ready to
smash those goals. 

The first principle we implement is Calories in Vs Calories Out. 

This is where you need to be in a calorie deficit to lose body fat, or a surplus to put on weight. 

We use your body's metrics, and analyse your goals and activity. 

We then place you in a deficit or surplus to achieve your goals being either fat loss or muscle gain.

We then balance your macronutrients (protein, carbohydrates and fats) so we can balance your
hormones and allow your body to heal and have a break. 

The right combination of food can be used to heal, repair and grow. 

We Use a 40/30/30 breakdown:  



THE REV X NUTRITION SUMMARY

Phase 1: Elimination 

In this phase we eliminate commonly eaten foods that are most responsible for food allergies and
intolerance's. Those being: grains, gluten, dairy & legumes, refined sugar and processed foods. 

By doing this we allow the body to heal and repair itself naturally. Inflammation, excess water retention
and bloating can also be reduced by removing any possible food intolerance from your diet.

Your compliance to this elimination phase along with how you are feeling will determine how long you will
stay in this phase. We generally advise as little as 2 weeks and in some cases up to 4 weeks.

Phase 2: Reintroduction 

This is where we slowly reintroduce certain foods one by one. We test how you feel and how your body
responds. In some cases the body has an immediate response, such as bloating, puffiness, fatigue, 
a drop in energy, headaches and depression. If you do notice any of these symptoms or have a negative
reaction, it may suggest that this food is not ideal for you.

This is also the phase where we move into “lifestyle”, as we don't restrict anything but we give you
guidelines on volume, quantity and frequency of food consumption. 

If you do not notice any negative reactions or symptoms you can consider this a "safe food" and can be
completely reintroduced back into your regular diet.

This process can be very eye opening, As you may have been consuming the foods that you are
intolerant to for a long time without realising how much it has been affecting you and your health.

After this phase, you should have a firm understanding of portion control, education on macronutrients
and have an understanding of the food your body likes and needs. 

By this point you will be confident with food being fuel, and not a vehicle to deal with emotions.



THE RULES

You need to consume at least 3 meals a day

You need to consume protein, carbs and fat with each meal

You need to hit your block targets and individual macronutrient targets

You need to consume the right amount of water

You need to track your food in your food log

You need to prepare your meals, and have a plan for each day before it starts

You need to get enough sleep

You need to take your essential supplements Daily: Fish Oil and Magnesium.

You can intermittent fast (optional)

For this to work you need to be adherent and comply to the system. 

 

Your compliance will dictate your results.
 



METHOD REV X
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ELIMINATION



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

Step 1: Your Body Metrics and Starting Point 

Our system is tailored to you as an individual, so we need to understand your current metrics to tailor it to
you. You will need to complete a Body Composition Analysis or use our Body Calculator to identify your
starting point. Once we have these metrics, your lean muscle mass, your body fat weight and your basal
metabolic rate (metabolism) we can calculate the exact amount of food you will need to consume to
achieve your desired body composition goals.

Step 2: Learn and Understand The Importance of The Big 3 Macronutrients

There are 3 Macronutrients you need to know and understand. 

Protein, Carbohydrates and Fats. 

These macronutrients act like drugs in the body. They control energy balance, moods, and hormones. In
the right combinations and ratios, they can heal and repair your body. In the wrong combinations they can
wreak havoc on your body.

As mentioned previously, the ratios we are going to use are 40/30/30. We have found this yields the best
result in hormonal balance, energy and body composition.

DURATION: 2-4 WEEKS

CARBOHYDRATES
40%

PROTEIN
30%

FATS
30%

PROTEIN
30%

CARBOHYDRATES
40%

FAT
30%



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

MACRONUTRIENTS SIMPLIFIED
 

CARBOHYDRATES
 

Carbohydrates are your body's main source of energy. They help to fuel your brain, muscle, kidneys, heart and central
nervous system. When you consume more carbs than necessary to meet energy requirements, excessive carbohydrate

consumption is at risk of being stored as fat.
 

PROTEIN 
 

 The building blocks of life.
Protein is responsible for building, repairing and maintaining lean muscle tissue, it assists with hormone production,

reduces cravings and helps you feel full longer. Protein is also the least likely macronutrient  to be stored as body fat.
Awesome, right?

Without protein your body will break down vital muscle to fulfill its protein requirements.

FAT

For the longest time, fats have been deemed to be the enemy. We have been taught to believe eating it will cause health
problems such as heart disease, or make you fat. 

This couldn't be further from the truth. Fat is actually your body's preferred fuel source over carbohydrates. It is a much
more sustainable and even source of energy that doesn’t create an imbalance in your blood sugar levels. 

Yes, you have to be mindful of how much fat you consume as fat contains just over double the amount of calories per
gram compared to proteins and carbs. However, and more importantly, what you do need to be mindful of is the type of
fat. 

We classify fat in 3 categories: The Good, The Bad, and the In-Between. 

Fat also helps with satiety which will keep you full for longer, and reduce hunger. So don't be afraid to eat it.

Just eat the right fat, and in the right amount. 

By now you should understand the 3 macronutrients. Our body is all about balance. Every meal you consume should
contain all three macronutrients. Protein, Carbs and Fat. As mentioned previously, the ratios we are going to use are
40/30/30. 



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

Step 3: Understand Calories in Vs Calories Out 
 

Calories In = Your food consumption 
Calories Out = Your energy expenditure through metabolism, movement and exercise

 
Simple maths: you can't, and will not lose weight/body fat if you are consuming more calories (calories
in) than what your body expends in the day (calories out). 

This can get very confusing for beginners as there are so many hidden calories in food, and especially
packaged foods. To make things worse, food manufacturers can be deceptive with food labels making it
difficult to track hidden calories without the right education. This is why in the first step of our nutrition
method, we use the block method which takes all the guesswork out for you and makes it easy to be
compliant.

The images below show how important calories in Vs calories out are. 

As you can see the girl on the treadmill burns/expends 206 calories in 1 hour of walking on the treadmill. 

Let’s assume she is consuming the sports drink while she is walking. The sports drink is 210 calories. So
she is consuming 4 calories more than she is burning. If her goal was fat loss, this training session would
be pointless as she consumed more calories while training then she burnt in an hour.

1 Hour Walk = 
Approximately 206 Calories Burned

1 Gatorade =
Approximately 210 Calories Consumed



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

Step 4: Calorie Control Through The Block Method
 

A BLOCK is the terminology we use in our Nutrition System to identify the quantity of combined
macronutrients.

To keep it simple, a block is a combination of measured protein, carbohydrates and fats. 

The measurement we use for the individual macronutrients (protein, carbs and fats) are UNITS.

Keeping true to this rule, every meal you consume must contain all 3 macronutrients; Protein Carbs and
Fats.

1 BLOCK = 1 unit of Protein, 1 unit of Carbs, and 1 unit of Fats     
2 BLOCK = 2 unit of Protein, 2 unit of Carbs, and 2 unit of Fats
3 BLOCK = 3 unit of Protein, 3 unit of Carbs, and 3 unit of Fats

 
 

Whatever the blocks you are allocated, you are to have the same amount of protein, carbohydrates and
fat units in each meal. There is always balance.

CARBOHYDRATES
40%

PROTEIN
30%

FATS
30%

PROTEIN
1 UNIT

CARBOHYDRATES
1 UNIT

FAT
1 UNIT

CARBOHYDRATES
40%

PROTEIN
30%

FATS
30%

PROTEIN
2 UNITS 

CARBOHYDRATES
2 UNITS

FAT
2 UNITS

CARBOHYDRATES
40%

PROTEIN
30%

FATS
30%

PROTEIN
3 UNITS

CARBOHYDRATES
3 UNITS

FAT
3 UNITS

3 BLOCK2 BLOCK1 BLOCK



METHOD REV X 
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

7:00am

9:00am

12.00pm

3:00pm

5:00pm

7:30pm

Step 5: TQQ (Nutrient Timing, Quantity Of Blocks, Quality Approved Foods)
 

NUTRIENT TIMING
 

This is when you plan the times you are going to eat. Consistency is key when it comes to nutrition.
A busy schedule and distractions can easily prevent us from eating or eating well, we suggest setting a
time that fits into your lifestyle where you plan to sit down and eat.

Day to day your times and schedules may vary, e.g. your week and weekends may vary as your routines
on those days change. You may even be a shift worker with a rotating roster. Remember the more
prepared you are the less chance of failure, and you want to arm yourself with the best possible
circumstances for success.

Throughout this phase, you will be required to fill out a food diary. When filling out your diary, think about
your day and decide when the best time for you to eat will be. Choose a time when you will have the least
distractions and interruptions.

Here is an example of nutrient timing filled out in the diary:



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

Think about what your biggest meals are (breakfast, lunch, dinner), and then work from there. 
Always allocate your snacks after you have allocated your main meals. 
If you find that you are either having too much or too little food with a certain meal you can always

NUTRIENT QUANTITY: BLOCKS
 

This is where we control how much food you are eating in each meal by implementing the "Block Method".
By using your body's metrics we will allocate you with your daily food intake  or "blocks" it is then up to you
to decide on how many meals you want to eat per day and how many blocks you want in each meal.

TIPS: 

      re-distribute your blocks to suit 

16 Blocks

3

1

5

2

5



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

NUTRIENT QUALITY: APPROVED FOOD LIST
 

This is where you control what you eat. We have created a food list for you with the approved foods
which you can eat while doing this program. They are classified in two categories. 

Best Choices: Foods that are best for you, and the only foods that you can consume during the 
Elimination phase.

Fair Choices: Foods that you can have but should limit, and can only be consumed once the elimination
phase has been completed successfully. These are the foods that should be reintroduced slowly, one by
one to test what effects they may have on your body.

The foods on this list also have unit values, they are split into protein, carbohydrates and fats.

See the next page for our Approved Foods List. 



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

APPROVED FOOD LIST
 

PROTEIN
BEST CHOICE FAIR CHOICE



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

CARBOHYDRATES

BEST CHOICE FRUIT BEST CHOICE

FRUIT JUICE BEST CHOICE



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

CARBOHYDRATES
FAIR CHOICE FRUIT FAIR CHOICE

POOR CHOICE



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

FATS
BEST CHOICE FAIR CHOICE



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

MULTI UNIT FOOD
BEST CHOICE FAIR CHOICE



See Examples Below:
 
 

Protein: 1 Unit of Chicken breast = 30 g
Carbs: 1 Unit of Apple = ½ an apple
Fat: 1 Unit of Almonds = 3 Almonds

 
 

So if i have allocated 1 block for a meal the meal would be:
 

Chicken Breast - 1 unit = 30 g Chicken breast
Apple  - 1 Unit = 1/2 apple

Almonds - 1 unit = 3 almonds
 
 

If i have allocated 2 blocks for that meal all i do is multiply each macronutrient x 2:
 

Chicken breast - 1 unit = 30 g Chicken Breast so 30g x 2 = 60 g Chicken breast
Apple  - 1 Unit = 1/2 an Apple so ½ x 2 = 1 apple

Almonds - 1 unit = 3 almonds so 3 x 2 = 6 almonds
 
 

If i have allocated 4 blocks for that meal all i do is multiply each macronutrient x 4:
 

Chicken breast - 1 unit = 30 g Chicken Breast so 30g x 4 = 120 g Chicken breast
Apple  - 1 Unit = 1/2 an Apple so ½ x 4 = 2 apple

Almonds - 1 unit = 3 almonds so 3 x 4 = 12 almonds

METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

16 Blocks

3

1

5

2

5

BOILED EGG x 3

APPLE 1 1/2

ALMONDS x 9

MACRO MIKE BAR  - 1/2

CHICKEN BREAST 150g

BROCCOLI 2 Cups, PUMPKIN 300g,  CORN  100g

AVOCADO 5 TBSP 

MACRO MIKE BAR  -  x 1

BEEF (GRASS FED) 150g

PUMPKIN - 450g, BROCCOLI - 4 CUPS 

BUTTER 2.5 TSP



MEAL PLAN EXAMPLES
NUTRITION STEP 1

 
ELIMINATION



MEAL PLAN EXAMPLES 
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

10 BLOCK MEAL PLAN EXAMPLE



MEAL PLAN EXAMPLES 
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

12 BLOCK MEAL PLAN EXAMPLE



MEAL PLAN EXAMPLES 
NUTRITION STEP 1 - ELIMINATION

16 BLOCK MEAL PLAN EXAMPLE
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REINTRODUCTION



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 2 - REINTRODUCTION

The next step of the Rev X Nutrition will really test how you feel, and how your body responds to certain food.
 

During this phase, we don't restrict anything. We give you values on volume, quantity and frequency of food
consumption.

 

Step 1: Reintroduce foods slowly, and assess the body’s reaction
 

In some cases the body has an immediate response, such as bloating, puffiness, fatigue/drop in energy, headaches,
depression and many others but in most cases there will be no response. If you do have a reaction or a negative effect

then you know that food doesn't agree with you and should be kept out of your diet. 
 

Step 2: Quality Control Maintain “Fair Choice” in food selection 
 

These are foods that you CAN have but should limit. These are also the foods that you should reintroduce slowly, and
one at a time to see what effects if any they have on you to know if there are possible intolerances to that food.

 

Step 3: Limit refined sugar/processed foods 
 

When reintroducing foods, this is not an opportunity to drop your focus and start eating chocolate and processed food
once again. Be sure to still limit the amount of refined sugar, and processed foods. 

 

Step 4: Continue to eat protein, carbohydrates and fats in each meal 
 

The recipe to continue to see changes in your body composition is to remain adherent to your allocated block targets.
This is what your body requires, to yield the change you desire. Without consistency and adherence, you will see no

change. Be sure to include your combination of protein, carbohydrates and fats in each meal.
 

Step 5: Maintain Quality Control via Rev X Nutrition Method (blocks)
 

Again, adherence is key to success. Maintain the Rev X Nutrition method. 
 

Step 6: Maintain minimum requirement of food
 

3-5 meals per day, Maintain your food and nutrient timing.



METHOD REV X
NUTRITION STEP 2 - REINTRODUCTION

Keep doing what you're doing, with a possible increase in food after a reanalysis of your body
metrics.
 
Use estimations and continue to do what you have been doing, without having to weigh and measure
everything and make it suit your lifestyle.

Take the next step and learn about Macro Magic. This would be your next level education in food and
nutrition. Keep in mind if you haven’t complied to this nutrition system then this is definitely not for
you. Macro Magic takes counting calories and accouterments to the next level.  But once you are
educated on this, it gives you much more freedom with WHAT you can eat, how to eat out, add in
your favorite foods and enjoy them guilt free!

 

Basic Guidelines To Assist with Adherence

 
 

If you’re hungry, eat more vegetables
 

Drink a minimum of 3 Litres of water a day
 

  Consume 1-3 Fish Oil in each main meal
 
 

Once you have finished Step 2: Reintroduction, and you are successful during this phase (2 - 4
weeks) you have a few options: 

 
 



HOW TO TRACK 
&

 ACCOUNTABILITY 



HOW TO TRACK AND ACCOUNTABILITY

Now that you have an understanding of the system, it is up to you to take action. 

Knowledge is not power, applied knowledge is power. 

We have created a food diary for you which is easy to use. We recommend you fill it out ahead of
time, and plan your meals out for the day. Revisit it every night before bed to remain compliant, and
to see how you're tracking. There is also a section for energy, water consumption, mood and others. 
 
Remember the more adherent you are with this, the more feedback you will get. It empowers you to
track your progress on what worked, what didn't work, or what can be improved. 
 
You need to take this seriously. If you want a lot of change then you need to put in a lot of effort. 
 
As Arnold always says; 
 

“You can climb the ladder of success with your hands in your pockets. So do it”

1.
 
 

1.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.



FREQUENTLY 
ASKED

QUESTIONS



FAQ'S

“What can I expect?” 
 

We are going to be really honest and are not going to tell you it's going to be easy. Remember food
can be like a drug, and in the elimination phase you can feel like a person coming off drugs,

especially sugar. 
 

We have created a table below of what to expect, pros and cons and some simple fixes for the cons.
Remember, it is only a short time and once you come out the other side you will be on your way to
the new you. Once you break the addictions you have with the bad foods it gets easier every day. 

 
In the first week you should expect a drop in weight anywhere between 1 to 5 kilograms. This is

mainly due to a loss in water weight and reduction of inflammation. This will level out in the following
week.

 
As your body is starting to build and repair muscle tissue, don't be surprised if your weight goes up

after week 2.
 

Expect anywhere between day 7 to 21 that you are going to hit the wall. You will feel terrible, lack
energy and everything will feel difficult. This is a good sign. It means you are at the peak of the curve
your addictions to food and sugar should be non existent and now you can really start to notice big

improvements in your physique.
 

Feeling this way won't last long, maybe a day or two but once you get over this hurdle you can look
forward to feeling great with a better physique and really accelerate your results.

So hang in there, it's normal.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.



Instant weight loss
Reduction of  bloating

Regulated bowel movements 
Increase in energy

Better skin
Better concentration and improved sleep patterns

Improved sense of wellbeing
Improved recovery

Improved self esteem 
Confidence 

Improved libido

ELIMINATION PHASE 1: PROS 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

ELIMINATION PHASE 1: CONS + THE FIX 

FAQ'S

THE CONS

SUGAR CRAVINGS

HEADACHES

TROUBLE EATING VOLUME OF FOOD

TROUBLE WITH FEELING HUNGRY

BATHROOM ISSUES

THE FIX

TAKE FISH OIL

DRINK MORE WATER

HAVE SMALLER MEALS MORE
FREQUENTLY

DRINK MORE WATER AND
INCREASE FIBROUS VEGETABLES

TROUBLE SLEEPING

TROUBLE FOCUSING

TAKE NIGHT MAGNESIUM

TAKE FISH OIL AND
MAGNESIUM

DRINK MORE WATER AND
INCREASE FIBROUS VEGETABLES



FAQ'S

 
Females a minimum of 3 litres per day 

Males a minimum of 4 litres per day

 

 
In order of importance:

 

Use sparingly, read labels, beware of seasonings as sugar content can be high (avoid these). 

 

“How Much Water Should I Consume?”
1.
2.
3.

4.
“What Supplements Should I Take?” 

1.
2.

 
1. Fish oil (1-3 per main meal) 

2. Protein shake (1 post workout) 
3. Magnesium (minimum 1 serve before bed) 

4.  Acetyl L-Carnatine (ideal= upon waking, pre workout, pre bed)
5. BCAAs (Intra Workout)

1.
“Can I Use Herbs and Spices?” 

 
1.

2.
“Can I have coffee?” 

 
ENJOY in moderation (BLACK – or almond milk - check fat units) Do not consume after 2pm to optimise sleep.

 
“Can I use dressings?” 

 
Try to avoid dressing from the shops. Use fresh lime or lemon, white vinegar or apple cider vinegar as you don’t

need to count as a block.

 
“What produce should I use?”

 
The quality of produce is so important. Start reading labels for any hidden nasty’s and long numbers. Food is
food, not a number. Also the quality of your protein is important. Try to eat grass fed meats and free range or

organic chicken and eggs.



“Do I weigh my food raw or cooked?”
 

Measurements are in raw weight
 

“What do I do if I start to feel bored during this first phase?” 
 

This is only boring if you are lazy. Get creative, go online for creative recipes or join our Members
Facebook Group for great ideas.

 

FAQ'S


